


the renaissance of the aristocracy



WHAT IS MY CHALLENGE?

WHERE DOES THE FUTURE TAKE ME?

TODAY IS MY FUTURE

MY HERITAGE IS MY POWER.



AN ARISTOCRAT STORY



WHAT DRIVES US?



Back to your roots 

digital era: connectivity

The emerging middle class 



Elizabethan era & the social order

There is an emerging middle class, they call themselves 
the new aristocracy

Elizabethan era & the social order



THE ROYAL FAMILY

The word aristocracy, which is a form of government, comes from the Greek words 
aristos and kratos, which mean the “rule by the best”. 

The Elizabethan period in England had a daily life based on social order. The English 
Aristocracy was the British nobility: noble families in the UK: Duke, Marques, Earl, 
Viscount, Baron: the lords and ladies of the land.

Elizabethan Nobles consisted of the men of the greatest and wealthiest families in 
the land, they were rich and powerful. Noble titles were hereditary, passing from 
father to oldest son, or by a grant from the queen or king. 

Most of Queen Elizabeth’s council, chief officers in the counties came from the noble 
families. They were expected to serve in an office, such as being an ambassador to a 
foreign country, at their own expense of course.

Elizabethan nobles and their appropriate rank were easily recognised by the type of 
clothing they wore. Clothing provided an immediate way of distinguishing ‘Who was 
Who’ of the Elizabethan nobles. This was not just dictated by the wealth of the 
person, it also reflected their social standing.

Queen elisabeth I

Lady WilloughbyLord Burghley



CRIMSON COLOR

The symbolic meaning of the color crimson was of 
fire and associated with power and importance - a 
color which stood out.
Crimson dye held colors fast and the brilliant color 
was worn by the wealthy and not to be confused with 
the color red which was produced by using cheaper 
madder dye, instead expensive kermes and later cochi-
neal dye was used to produce the color crimson.
People who were allowed to wear this color during 
the Elizabethan era, were Royalty, Nobility and mem-
bers of the Council.

GOLD COLOR

Gold is associated with Royalty and Nobles. The sym-
bolic meaning of the color gold was for divinity, maj-
esty and wealth. 
People who were allowed to wear the color gold 
during the Elizabethan era, were Duchesses, Marquis-
es, and Countesses. Dukes, Marquises, and Earls.

MEANING OF COLORS IN THE ELIZABETHAN ERA CLOTHING

People were not allowed to wear whatever color of clothes that they liked. It did not matter how wealthy they 
were - the color, fabric and material of their clothes were dictated by their rank, status or position and this was 
enforced by the Sumptuary Laws. They were designed to limit the expenditure of people on clothes - and of course 
to maintain the social structure of the Elizabethan Class system.



INFLUENCE OF THE CULTURAL MOVEMENT OF THE RENAISSANCE

The English Renaissance is strongest in the Elizabethan era. This had a 
strong tradition of literature (Elizabethan literature), a vigorous 
literary culture in both drama and poetry.

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE Was an English poet, playwright, and actor, 
widely regarded as the greatest writer in the English language and the 
world’s pre-eminent dramatist. (an English Elizabethan dramatist)
Shakespeare’s work has made a lasting impression on later theatre and 
literature. In particular, he expanded the dramatic potential of char-
acterisation, plot, language, and genre.[157] Until Romeo and Juliet, for 
example, romance had not been viewed as a worthy topic for tragedy.

21st century romance

Tragedy & Drama 



The mid 1500s saw the introduction of fencing in 
personal fighting skills and private self-defense. The 
use of the sword and the acquisition of fencing arts 
changed as technology increased and firearms were 
introduced and used for military warfare. The old 
Feudal system had ceased and so to had the avenues 
to settle personal scores. These social changes during 
the Elizabethan era led to an increase in the popular-
ity of dueling, or fencing, as a means to settle private 
disagreements especially those concerning reputation 
and honor. Fencing masters came into great demand. 
A sword was an important part of a nobles apparel and 
it was important that he had adequate fencing skills. 
The wearing of the sword with civilian dress  was a 
custom that had begun in late fifteenth-century Spain.

The Art of Fencing



INFLUENCE OF 
ART NOUVEAU

inspired by natural forms and structures, not only in flowers and plants, but also in curved lines. 
Architects tried to harmonize with the natural environment.



FLEUR-DE-LIS
During the reign of Elizabeth I of England, known 

as the Elizabethan era, it was a standard name for 
an iris, a usage which lasted for centuries, but 
occasionally refers to lilies or other flowers.

Now on days, the Iris flower is a symbol used to 
refer Heritage and Royalty.



status

ornamental elegance

appropriate

educated

1580 AD

established

social orderpride

heritage

family name

Aristocracy’s values 
now and yesterday

ground yourself

2015 AD

middle class

confidence

instant skills back to your roots

connected

regal extravagance

live your life

defies the future



DRAMATIC ELIZABETHAN ERA 

The accentuated neck ruffles, the dramatic use of the farthingale (hoop skirt), the layers of fabric, all exuded the 
Elizabethan era look but with a dramatic effect. The impeccable styling, the art nouveau inspired backdrop, the 
use of different crowns and hats which helps you differentiate between the royalty and the commoner leaves 
you totally awed and inspired.

This is who defies gravity and lives her life in the clouds – one that’s full of ornate leisure, regal extravagance, 
and decorative essence. She is not boxed in by the confines of a palace wall – instead she places great importance 
on the act of movement and fluidity in her daily interactions. Indeed, the world is literally her stage.

Go back to the Elizabethan era of sophistication: 
the royal court of England



VERSATUS FEATURES

THE EMERGING MIDDLE CLASS IS DEMANDING HIGH PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS WITH LOW IMPACT 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT, Aesthetic, function, features and “green materials” come together.



WHY VERSATUS?
Versatile: adaptable to many uses or functions. capable of turning easily 

from one function to another.

“VERSATILE” IS AN ENGLISH MODIFICATION OF THE LATIN WORD VERSATILIS, 
A WORD BASED ON THE INFINITIVE FORM OF THE VERB VERSARE. 

VERSATUS “TURNED” OR “TWISTED”, IS THE PAST PARTICIPLE OF VERSARE “TO 
TURN”, AND the present of this verb is verso, in english: line of poetry.



THERE IS A STRONG FASHION STATEMENT OF GO BACK TO YOUR ROOTS. ACCENTUATING THE SENSUALITY AND THE 
STRIKINGLY SOPHISTICATED PERSONA; WITH STRUCTURED SHAPES AND COLOR CONTRAST, MAKES A DRAMATIC STYLE. 
THIS REFLECTS AUTHORITY AND CONFIDENCE, TO CONVEY A SENSE OF STATUS.

DRAMATIC FASHION PERSONA



ADAPTABILITY:
VERSATILE DESIGN

ONE OF THE AIMS WAS TO SUBDIVIDE THE DESIGN AND HAVE ONE MAIN CHARACTER IN THE SEAT, 
IT GIVES THE POSSIBILITY OF GETTING DIFFERENT DESIGNS, AS WELL AS A COST REDUCTION. 

ONE FRAME WOULD DEFINE THE SEAT CHARACTER, AND THE “CLOTHING” WOULD TELL US THE STATUS.



LIVE AS AN ARISTOCRAT



finding the shape





side view:
statement of power

speed shape

the silouette
shows pride and status

Aluminium metal look frame

FLEXIBLE DESIGN

Color and materials can be 
configurated according to the 
range: premium, enjoy, essence.



shield concept:
Royal coat of arms



key concept:
metal frame



Versatus
the renaissance of the aristocracy

Versatus



Versatile design

PREMIUM

Versatus is a seat designed for the C-segment. One of the 
most important feature is that it has a versatile design.
The main character is the metal frame, and the “cloth-
ing” would say the model: Premium, enjoy, essence.

ESSENCE    ENJOY



THE CHARACTER
the frame is made of a special alloy coated with 

champagne Colored SOFT TOUCH MATERIAL. Seat belt hooks 

upper metal frame

lower metal frame



SHIELD CONCEPT
ROYAL COAT OF ARMS OF BRITISH MONARCH

The Royal Coat of Arms of the United Kingdom, or the Royal Arms for short, 
is the official coat of arms of the British monarch.These arms are used by the 
Queen in her official capacity as monarch of the United Kingdom. Variants of 
the Royal Arms are used by other members of the Royal FamilY. 
The shield is quartered, the first and fourth quarters represent the guardian 
lions of England; the second ,the rampant lion and double treasure flory-
counterflory (FLEUR-DE-LIS) of Scotland, and the third, a harp for Ireland.



The Elizabethan ruff is one of the most recognisable items 
of Elizabethan Era Fashion. 
Ruffs, or ruffles, started as a high frilled collar, and be-
came more and more elaborate developing into the famous 
Elizabethan ruff, which was worn by both men and women. 
The ruffs framed the face and dictated the hairstyles of the 
age, which were generally short for men and swept up look 
was required for women.
The pleat or flute of a ruff was called a Purl which was 
sometimes edged with fine lace. Ruffs were sometimes added 
to the cuffs of sleeves.

RUFF COLLAR



OLEDs, integrated on the piping, turn on when 
the user seat down activating the sensors of the 
mapping control system.

INTERACTIVE SEAT



THE SEAT IS FITTED WITH A PRESSURE MAPPING CONTROL. UNDERNEATH THE LEATHER.
When the user sit down on the seat, this pressure mapping control technology activates, and turn on the OLEDs 
inside the piping, difining the seat’s shape. this value add a UI experience, connecting the person with the disign, 
making them part of it.

DIGITAL ERA



ADAPTIVE SEATING 
YOUR SMARTPHONE IS CONNECTED TO THE SEAT VIA BLUETOOTH.

WHEN YOU SIT DOWN, YOUR SMARTPHONE WILL CONNECT TO THE SEAT THROUGH THE “WELLBEING SEAT APP”. THE 
SENSORS OF THE MAPPING SYSTEM READ YOUR BODY PRESSURE AND SEND THIS INFO TO YOUR SMARTPHONE. WITH 
THIS INFO YOU CAN SET YOUR SEAT UP TO YOUR BODY POSITION AND DESIRED TEMPERATURE.

bluetooth connection 



The sensors of the mapping control system will read the 
position of the muscles. The intensity of the lecture will 
determinate the pressure distribution of the back. 
as well as the seat can warm up and cool down your 
body for a pleasant temperature.

THE CONNECTION BETWEEN YOUR SMARTPHONE AND THE SEAT IS VIA BLUETOOTH, IT WILL RECOGNISE YOU AS SOON 
YOU START THE APP YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY DOWNLOADED TO YOUR PHONE, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO BE CONNECTED 
TO THE INTERNET, YOU CAN WORK IN AN OFFLINE MODE. WHAT YOU WILL SEE IS YOUR BODY PRESSURE SCAN, WITH 
WHICH YOU CAN MODIFY THE FOAM TO COMPENSATE the low pressure areas for a better position of the body, 
specially for the lumbar area THAT IS ONE OF THE MOST sensitive AREAS WHEN YOU ARE DRIVINg.

Pressure mapping control system

Seat Heating and Cooling system

Pressure mapping control 

FOAM PADS WITH MECHANISM 
INTEGRATED TO adjust THE  LOW 
PRESSURE AREAS OF THE BODY



What is made of

BOXMARK leather upholstery combines sensuous beau-
ty with the timeless elegance of a noble natural product. 
It is chrome-free tanned upholstery leather. ideal perfor-
mance characteristics: A coarse grain, a soft touch con-
bined and a high friction resistance. 

LIGHTWEIGHT
& COMFORT

Elastoflex® flexible PU foams are lightweight and resilient. 
Because of their open-celled structure, they have good air perme-
ability. These properties make them excellent cushioning materi-
als. Contributing to fatigue-free and enjoyable driving, ergonom-
ically designed seat and arm rest components can be produced as 
multi-zone foams using PU foams of different rigidities in just 
one processing step system using the same equipment. 

SUBSTITUTION OF THE CONVENTIONAL METAL STRUCTURE OF THE 
SEAT FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS AS REINFORCED THERMOPLASTIC 
COMPOSITES. 

ULTRAMID® STRUCTURE, A POLYAMIDE WITH LONG GLASS-FIBER 
REINFORCEMENT, HAVE THE PROPERTIES OF HIGH MECHANICAL 
STRENGTH, STIFFNESS AND THERMAL STABILITY. AND OFFERS GOOD 
TOUGHNESS AT LOW TEMPERATURES, FAVORABLE SLIDING FRICTION 
BEHAVIOR AND CAN BE PROCESSED WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS, IT IS 
ABLE FOR INJECTION MOULDING, AND IT OPTIMIZED COST, WEIGHT 
AND REDUCE THE IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT.

BASF

BASF

BOXMARK leather upholstery combines sensuous beauty 
with the timeless elegance of a noble natural product. 
It is chrome-free tanned upholstery leather. ideal performance 
characteristics: A coarse grain, a soft touch combined and a 
high friction resistance. 

BOXMARK

structure

Foam

Leather
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